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Using hadronic Lagrangians that include the interaction of pentaquarkQ+ baryon withK andN, we evaluate
the cross sections for its production from meson-proton, proton-proton, and photon-proton reactions near
threshold. With empirical coupling constants and form factors, the predicted cross sections are about 1.5 mb in
kaon-proton reactions, 0.1 mb inr-nucleon reactions, 0.05 mb in pion-nucleon reactions, 20mb in proton-
proton reactions, and 40 nb in photon-proton reactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a narrow baryon state was inferred from the
invariant mass spectrum ofK+n or K0p in nuclear reactions
induced by photons[1,2] or kaons[3]. The extracted mass of
about 1.54 GeV and width of less than 21–25 MeV are con-
sistent with those of the pentaquark baryonQ+ consisting of
uudds̄quarks predicted in the chiral soliton model[4]. Its
existence has also been verified recently in the constituent
quark model[5,6] and the QCD sum rules[7]. Although the
spin and isospin ofQ+ are predicted to be 1/2 and 0, respec-
tively, those of the one detected in experiments are not yet
determined. Studies have therefore been carried out to pre-
dict its decay branching ratios based on different assignments
of its spin and isospin[8,9]. Since both kaons and nucleons
are present in the hadronic matter formed in relativistic
heavy ion collisions, the number ofQ+ produced in these
collisions may be appreciable. Using the statistical model,
which assumes thatQ+ baryons are in chemical equilibrium
with other hadrons, Randrup[10] has estimated its abun-
dance and has found that theQ/L ratio in the midrapidity is
about s10–20d% in central Au+Au collisions atÎsNN
=200 GeV available from the Relativistic Heavy Ion Col-
lider. With about sevenL’s produced in midrapidity[11,12],
one expects that there would be about one midrapidityQ+

present in these collisions. Since a quark-gluon plasma is
believed to have formed in the initial stage of relativistic
heavy ion collisions,Q+ baryons can also be produced dur-
ing the hadronization of the quark-gluon plasma. This con-
tribution has been studied in Ref.[13] using the quark coa-
lescence model and was found to be important as production
from later hadronic matter is less significant due to the small
coupling betweenQ+ and other hadrons as predicted in the
chiral soliton model[4]. The coupling may even be smaller
as reanalysis ofK+p andK+d elastic scattering data has indi-
cated that they are consistent with the existence of reso-
nances with width of only 1 MeV[14]. In this case,Q+

baryon, like other multistrange baryons[15], can also be
used as a signal for the quark-gluon plasma in relativistic
heavy ion collisions. On the other hand, if theQ+ baryon
interacts strongly in hadronic matter, its final number in rela-
tivistic heavy ion collisions would become independent of its
initial number produced from the quark-gluon plasma.

Therefore, knowledge of the cross sections forQ+ production
and absorption by hadrons is important for understanding
the mechanism for its production in relativistic heavy ion
collisions.

In this paper, we evaluate the cross sections forQ+ pro-
duction from nucleons induced by mesons and protons using
a hadronic model that is based on SUs3d flavor symmetry
with empirical hadron masses and form factors at interaction
vertices. For the coupling constant betweenQ+ andKN, it is
determined from the width ofQ+. Introducing the photon as
a Uems1d gauge boson, we extend the hadronic model to also
calculate the cross section forQ+ production from photon-
proton reactions, which is relevant to the experiments in
which Q+ was detected[1,2].

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the cross
sections forQ+ production from meson-nucleon reactions are
evaluated. Production ofQ+ from proton-proton reactions is
studied in Sec. III with inclusion of both two-body and three-
body final states. The cross section forQ+ production from
photon-proton reactions is then determined in Sec. IV. Fi-
nally, a summary is given in Sec. V.

II. Q PRODUCTION FROM MESON-NUCLEON
REACTIONS

Possible reactions forQ+ production in meson-nucleon

interactions arepN→K̄Q, KN→pQ, and rN→K̄Q as
shown by diagrams in Fig. 1. The interaction Lagrangians
needed to evaluate the cross sections for these reactions are

LKNQ = igKNQsQ̄g5NK̄ + N̄g5QKd,

LpNN = − igpNNN̄g5pN,

LrNN = grNNN̄Sgmr +
kr

2mN
smn]mrnDN,

LrKK = igrKKsKrm]mK̄ − ]mKrmK̄d. s1d

In the above,smn= ifgm ,gng /2 with gm denoting the Dirac
gamma matrices; the isospin doublet kaon and nucleon
field are denoted byN and K, respectively; while the
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isospin triplet pion andr meson fields are given byp
=tW ·pW andrm=tW ·rWm, respectively, withtW denoting the Pauli
spin matrices. The spin 1/2 and isospin 0 pentaquark
baryon is denoted by theQ field. For coupling constants
involving normal hadrons, they are taken to begpNN
=13.5, grNN=3.25, grKK=3.25, kr=6.1 as usually used in
hadronic modelsf16g. The coupling constantgKNQ be-
tweenQ+ and NK is determined from its width given by

GQ =
gKNQ

2

2p

ksÎmN
2 + k2 − mNd

mQ

, s2d

wheremN and mQ are the masses of nucleon andQ+, re-
spectively, andk is the center-of-mass momentum ofN
and K in the rest frame ofQ+. Using mQ=1.54 GeV and
GQ=20 MeV, we find gKNQ=4.4, which is comparable to
that given by the chiral soliton modelf4g.

The amplitudes for the three reactions shown in Fig. 1 are

M1 = gpNNgKNQQ̄sp4d
mN − p”1 − p”2

s− mN
2 Nsp2d,

M2 = gpNNgKNQQ̄sp4d
mN − p”2 + p”3

u − mN
2 Nsp2d,

M3a = igrKKgKNQQ̄sp4dg5Nsp2d
1

t − mK
2 s2p3 − 2p1dmem,

M3b = igrNNgKNQQ̄sp4dg5

p”1 + p”2 + mN

s− mN
2

3Sgm − i
kr

2mN
snmp1nDNsp2dem, s3d

where em is the polarization vector ofr meson. In the

above,p1 and p2 denote the momenta of initial state par-
ticles while p3 and p4 denote those of final state particles
on the left and the right side of a diagram. The usual
Mandelstam variables are given bys=sp1+p2d2, t=sp1
−p3d2, andu=sp1−p4d2.

The spin and isospin averaged cross sections for these
reactions can be written as

ds

dt
=

1

64pspi
2

1

Si

1

I i
o
s,I

uMiu2. s4d

In the above,Si and I i denote spin and isospin factors, and

their values are 2 and 6 for the reactionpN→ K̄Q, 2 and 4
for the reactionKN→pQ, and 6 and 6 for the reaction

rN→ K̄Q.
To evaluate the cross sections for these reactions, form

factors are needed at interaction vertices to take into account
the finite sizes of hadrons. We adopt the monopole form
factor used in Refs.[17–20], i.e.,

Fsq2d =
L2

L2 + q2 , s5d

with q2 denoting either the squared three-momentum of
external particles ins and u channel diagrams or the
squared three-momentum transfer int channel diagrams.
The cutoff parameter is taken to beL=0.5 GeV for all
interaction vertices, based on fitting the measured cross
section for the reactionpN→KL using similar hadronic
Lagrangiansf21g.

The resulting spin and isospin averaged cross sections are
shown in Fig. 2 as functions of center-of-mass energy. It is
seen that all cross sections peak at energies slightly above
their threshold. The largest cross section is from the reaction
KN→pQ, with peak value of about 1.6 mb as result of small

FIG. 1. Diagrams forQ+ production from meson-nucleon
reactions.
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FIG. 2. Spin and isospin averaged cross sections forQ+ produc-
tion from meson-nucleon reactions as functions of center-of-mass

energy:pN→K̄Q (solid curve), KN→pQ (dashed curve), andrN

→K̄Q (dotted curve).
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mass difference between initial and final states. The cross

sections for other two reactionspN→K̄Q andrN→K̄Q are
much smaller, with values about 0.05 mb and 0.1 mb, re-
spectively.

III. Q PRODUCTION FROM PROTON-PROTON
REACTIONS

The Q+ baryon can also be produced from proton-proton
reactionspp→S+Q+ with two-body final state as well as

pp→p+LQ+ and pp→K̄0pQ+ with three-body final states.
These reactions are shown by the diagrams in Fig. 3. Addi-
tional interaction Lagrangians besides those given in Eq.(1)
needed to evaluate their cross sections are

LKNL = igKNLsK̄L̄g5N + N̄g5LK̄d,

LKNS = igKNSN̄g5S̄K + H.c., s6d

whereL andS=tW ·SW denote the isospin singlet and triplet
hyperons, respectively. The coupling constantsgKNL and
gKNS are related togpNN via the SUs3d relationsf16,19g:

gKNL =
3 − 2aD

Î3
gpNN . 13.5,

gKNS . s1 − 2aDdgpNN = − 3.78, s7d

with aD=D / sD+Fd=0.64.
For the reactionpp→S+Q+ with two-body final state, the

two amplitudes are

M4a = − gKNQgKNSS̄sp3dg5psp1d
1

t − mK
2 Q̄sp4dg5psp2d,

M4b = − gKNQgKNSS̄sp3dg5psp2d
1

u − mK
2 Q̄sp4dg5psp1d.

s8d

Its cross section can be evaluated using Eq.s4d without
isospin factor.

For the reactionspp→p+LQ+ and pp→K̄0pQ+ with
three-body final states, their amplitudes can be written in
terms of those of off-shell two-body subprocesses involving
the exchanged meson and the proton on the right side of a
diagram[19,20], i.e.,

M5 = igKNLL̄sp3dg5psp1d
1

t − mK
2 MK+p→p+Q+, s9d

M6 = − igpNNp̄sp3dg5psp1d
1

t − mp
2 Mp0p→K̄0Q+ + grNNp̄sp3d

3Fgm + i
kr

2mN
samsp1 − p3daGpsp1d

3 F− gmn +
sp1 − p3dmsp1 − p3dn

mr
2 G 1

t − mr
2Mr0p→K̄0Q+,

s10d

where MK+p→p+Q+, Mp0p→K̄0Q+, and Mr0p→K̄0Q+ are the
amplitudes for the subprocessesK+p→p+Q+, p0p

→ K̄0Q+, andr0p→ K̄0Q+. In terms of their off-shell cross
sections, the cross sections forQ+ production in proton-
proton reactions with three-body final states are given by

dspp→p+LQ+

dtds1
=

gKNL
2

32p2spi
2kÎs1f− t + smN

− mLd2g
Fsq2d

st − mK
2d2sK+p→p+Q+ss1, td, s11d

dspp→K̄0pQ+

dtds1
=

gpNN
2

32p2spi
2kÎs1s− td

fstd
st − mp

2d2sp0p→K̄0Q+ss1, td

+
3grNN

2

64p2spi
2kÎs1

fstd
st − mr

2d2F4s1 + krd2s− t

− 2mN
2d − kr

2s4mN
2 − td2

2mN
2 + 4s1 + krdkrs4mN

2 − tdG
3sr0p→K̄0Q+ss1, td. s12d

In the above,pi is the center-of-mass momentum of two
initial protons,t is the squared four momentum transfer of
exchanged meson,s is the squared total center-of-mass
energy, ands1 andk are, respectively, the squared invari-
ant mass and center-of-mass momentum of exchanged me-
son in the subprocess. We note that there is no interfer-
ence between amplitudes involving exchange of pion and
r meson.

For form factors atpNN andrNN vertices involving pion
meson orr meson exchange, we use the usual covariant
monopole form factor[19]

fstd =
L2 − mex

2

L2 − t
s13d

with mex denoting the mass of exchanged meson. The cut-
off parameterL is taken to have value 1.3 GeV for pion

FIG. 3. Diagrams for Q production from proton-proton
reactions.
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exchange and 1.4 GeV forr exchange as in Ref.f19g. At
other interaction vertices, we use monopole form factors
Fsq2d of Eq. s5d with same cutoff parameterL=0.5 GeV
as introduced in Sec. II.

In Fig. 4, we show the cross sections forQ+ production
from proton-proton reactions with either two-body or three-
body final states as functions of center-of-mass energy. It is
seen that the cross section for the reactionpp→S+Q+

(dashed curve) with two-body final state has a peak value
about 2mb around 3.3 GeV. This cross section is compa-
rable to that for the reactionpp→p+LQ+ (dotted curve) with
three-body final state, which is about 3mb at center-of-mass
energy 4.2 GeV. These two cross sections are much smaller
than the peak cross section of 13mb for the reactionpp

→K̄0pQ+ (dash-dotted curve) with three-body final state. The
total cross section forQ+ production from proton-proton re-
actions obtained from the sum of above three partial cross
sections is shown by the solid curve. TheQ+ production
cross section from the reactionpp→S+Q+ has been previ-
ously estimated from thenK+ invariant mass spectrum in the
reactionpp→nS+K+ using the phase-space argument with a

Q+ width of 5 MeV [22]. Its value at 100–200 MeV above
threshold is about 80–120 nb and is about a factor of 20
smaller than our value. Part of the difference is due to the
largerQ+ width of 20 MeV used in our study for determining
the coupling constantgKNQ.

IV. Q PRODUCTION FROM PHOTON-PROTON
REACTIONS

The hadronic Lagrangians introduced in previous sections
can be generalized to include photons in order to evaluate the
cross section forQ+ production from photon-proton reac-

tions. This includes the reactiongp→K̄0Q+ with two-body
final state as shown by the diagrams in Fig. 5 as well as the
reactionsgp→K*−p+Q+ and gp→K−r+Q+ with three-body
final states as shown by the diagrams in Fig. 6.

To evaluate the cross sections for these reactions, we need
the following interaction Lagrangians involving photons
[22]:

LgNN = ieAmN̄gmfs1 + t3d/2gN,

LgQQ = ieAmQ̄gmQ,

Lgpp = eAms]mpW 3 pW d3,

Lgrr = ehAms]mrWn 3 rWnd3 + fs]mAnrWn − An]mrWnd 3 rWmg3

+ frWm 3 sAn]mrWn − ]mAnrWndg3j,

FIG. 6. Diagrams forQ+ production from
photon-proton reactions with three-body final
states.
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FIG. 4. Cross sections forQ+ production from proton-proton
reactionspp→S+Q+ (dashed curve), pp→p+LQ+ (dotted curve),

and pp→K̄0pQ+ (dash-dotted curve) functions of center-of-mass
energy. The total cross section is given by solid curve.

FIG. 5. Diagrams forQ+ production from photon-proton reac-
tions with two-body final state.
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LgKK = ieAmfKQ]mK̄ − ]mKQK̄g, s14d

LgpKK* = − egpKK*AmsKm
* s2tWQ − QtW)K̄ + Ks2QtW

− tWQdK̄m
* d · pW ,

LgrKK = egrKKAmKstWQ + QtW)K̄ · r̄m,

where Am denotes the photon field andQ is the diagonal
charge operator with elements 0 and −1. Also needed is the
interaction Lagrangian betweenp and KK*, which is given
by

LpKK* = igpKK*K*msK̄]mp − ]mK̄pd + H.c., s15d

with the coupling constantgpKK* =3.28 determined from
the decay width ofK* .

For the reactiongp→K̄Q+ with two-body final state, its
amplitude is

M7 = M7a + M7b s16d

with

M7a = − egKNQ

1

s− mN
2 Q̄sp3dg5sp”1 + p”2 + mNdgmNsp1dem,

M7b = − egKNQ

1

u − mQ
2 Q̄sp3dgmsp”1 − p”4 + mLc

dg5Nsp1dem,

s17d

whereem is the polarization vector ofg.
For form factors, an overall one is multiplied to the total

amplitude of each reaction in order to maintain gauge invari-
ance for the resulting amplitude, as in Ref.[20] for photo-
production of charmed hadrons on protons. This form factor
is taken to have the monopole form of Eq.(5) but with q
denoting the photon three-momentum in center-of-mass sys-
tem. As in photoproduction of charmed hadrons, we use a
cutoff parameterL=0.75 GeV. The cross section for the re-
actiongp→K0Q+ with two-body final state can be similarly
written as that of Eq.(4) without isospin factor.

For the reactionsgp→K−p+Q+ and gp→K−r+Q+ with

three-body final states viaK̄0 exchange, the photon couples
either toK meson as in first three diagrams or to external
baryons as in other two diagrams. Since the contributions
from latter diagrams are much smaller than those from the
former diagrams, as shown explicitly in charmed hadron pro-
duction from proton-proton reactions with three-body final
states[20], they are thus neglected in following calculations.
As a result, results obtained in the present study forQ+ pro-
duction with three-body final states violate slightly the gauge
invariance. The amplitudes for the two reactions with three-
body final states can then be written as

Mi = igKNQQ̄sp3dg5Nsp1d
1

t − mK
2 sMia

sub+ Mib
sub+ Mic

subd,

s18d

with i =8 and 9 denoting, respectively, the reactiongp
→K−p+Q+ and the reactiongp→K−r+Q+ in Fig. 6. In the
above, the amplitudesMia

sub, Mib
sub, andMic

sub are for the

subprocessesgK̄0→p+K*− and gK̄0→r+K−, and they are
given explicitly by

M8a
sub= Î2egpKK*s− 2k1 + k3dm

1

sk1 − k3d2 − mK
2 sk1 − k3

+ k4dn«3m«2n,

M8b
sub= − Î2egpKK*s− k1 − k4da

1

sk1 − k4d2 − mK*
2 Fgab

−
sk1 − k4dask1 − k4db

mK*
2 G 3 fs− k2 − k3dbgmn

+ s− k1 + k2 + k4dngbm + sk1 + k3 − k4dmgbng«3m«2n,

M8c
sub= Î2egpKK*gmn«3m«2n,

M9a
sub= Î2egrKKs− 2k1 + k3dm

1

sk1 − k3d2 − mK
2 sk1 − k3

+ k4dn«3m«2n,

M9b
sub= − Î2egrKKs− k1 − k4da

1

sk1 − k4d2 − mr
2Fgab

−
sk1 − k4dask1 − k4db

mr
2 G 3 fs− k2 − k3dbgmn

+ s− k1 + k2 + k4dngbm + sk1 + k3 − k4dmgbng«3m«2n,

M9c
sub= Î2egrKKgmn«3m«2n. s19d

In the above,k1 and k4 are the momenta of initialK and
final pseudoscalar meson, whilek2 and k3 are those of
initial photon and final vector meson with their polariza-
tion vectors denoted bye2 and e3, respectively.

As in proton-proton reactions, cross sections for the two
reactionsgp→K*−p+Q+ and gp→K−r+Q+ with three-body
final states can be expressed in terms of off-shell cross sec-

tions for the subprocessesgK̄0→K*−p+ and gK̄0→r+K− in-
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volving two particles in final states, i.e.,

dsgp→K*−p+Q+

dtds1
=

gKNQ
2

32p2spi
2kÎs1f− t + smN

− mQd2g
Fsq2d

st − mK
2d2fsgK̄0→K*−p+ss1, tdg,

dsgp→K−r+Q+

dtds1
=

gKNQ
2

32p2spi
2kÎs1f− t + smN

− mQd2g
Fsq2d

st − mK
2d2fsgK̄0→r+K−ss1, tdg,

s20d

wherepi, k, ands are similarly defined as in Eq.s12d for
proton-proton reactions with three-body final states. The
form factorFsq2d at KNQ vertex is taken to have the same
form in Eq. s5d with the cutoff parameterL=0.5 GeV as
used in Q+ production from meson-proton and proton-
proton reactions. Furthermore, we have introduced an
overall monopole form factor for two-body subprocesses

gK̄0→K*−p+ andgK̄0→r+K− with the same cutoff param-
eter L=0.75 GeV such as that used in charmed hadron
production from photon-proton reactionsf21g.

In Fig. 7, we show the cross sections forQ+ production
from photon-proton reactions. It is seen that the cross section

with two-body final state, i.e.,gp→K̄0Q+ (dashed curve),
dominates at low center-of-mass energies with peak value
about 36 nb, while those with three-body final states are
more important at high center-of-mass energies with maxi-
mum value of 8 nb forgp→K*−p+Q+ (dotted curve) and
6 nb for gp→K−r+Q+ (dash-dotted curve). The total cross
section including both two-body and three-body final states
is given by the solid curve.

V. SUMMARY

The cross sections for the production ofQ+ baryon con-
sisting ofuudds̄quarks from meson-nucleon, proton-proton,
and photon-proton reactions are evaluated in a hadronic
model that includes theKNQ interaction with coupling con-
stant determined from the width ofQ+. This model is based
on a gauged SUs3d flavor symmetric Lagrangian with the
photon introduced as a Uems1d gauged particle. Symmetry
breaking effects are taken into account by using empirical
hadron masses and coupling constants. Form factors of
monopole type are introduced at interaction vertices to take
into account finite hadron sizes, and values of the cutoff
parameters are taken from fitting known cross sections of
other reactions based on similar hadronic models. It is found

that for meson-nucleon reactions, i.e.,pN→K̄Q+, KN

→pQ+, and rN→K̄Q+, the one induced by kaon has the
largest cross section of about 1.5 mb and is almost an order
of magnitude larger than those for reactions induced by pion
and r meson. For proton-proton reactions, the total cross
section is about 20mb and is dominated by the reactionpp

→K̄0pQ+ with only about 25% from the reactionspp
→S+Q+ and pp→p+LQ+. In photon-proton reactions, the

reactiongp→K̄0Q+ with two-body final state is most impor-
tant near threshold, and its value is about 36 nb. At higher
energy, the reactionsgp→K*−p+Q+ and gp→K−r+Q+ with
three-body final states become important with comparable
cross sections of about 10 nb. Knowledge on these cross sec-
tions is useful for studyingQ+ production not only in el-
ementary reactions involving hadrons and photons but also
in relativistic heavy ion collisions, where final hadronic ef-
fects onQ+ production and absorption need to be understood
in order to infer its production from the initial quark-gluon
plasma.
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FIG. 7. Cross sections forQ+ production from photon-proton
reactions as functions of center-of-mass energy: total(solid curve),

gp→K̄0Q+ (dashed curve), gp→K*−p+Q+ (dotted curve), and gp
→K−r+Q+ (dash-dotted curve).
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